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Vision & Strategy 2026, and beyond
Crucial aspiration: City as a distinctive research-intensive university in top 30 in UK
and top 300 in world, sharing company of UL comparators

➢Research intensity of old 1994 Group, lower end Russell Group
➢A majority, at least 60%, of total academic staff producing 3* & 4* research,
but embedded and trend continuing (in top right corner of diagram)

➢Journey so far laying foundations, but needs to be deep-rooted & institutionwide

➢Within 60+% , we need more research leaders producing 4* research & a
culture that produces secession of that leadership

Research Strategy versus REF tactics
Long term research strategy (intensity) & REF2021 tactics (maximise outcome) have
similarities but important differences related to actions

➢ Crucial in long term is that the majority of academic staff are engaged in 3* & 4*
research
➢Main factor in reputation
➢What it ‘feels’ like to be at City
➢Academic staff plans key to this (recruitment, expectations & support for existing staff)

➢Shorter term tactics for REF2021 require nuanced differences

➢Reward focused on 4* research (recruitment, UoA planning, targeted 4* production
approach)

➢Finesse ‘research excellent’ to better target 4* research
➢Raise ‘bar’ in terms of expectation that academic staff will aim for 4* research
➢Develop co-authorship approach to broaden staff engaged 4* research outputs,
ensure sufficient 4* research in UoAs
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REF as a staging post
REF is short-term, occurring every 6-7 years, but transformation is longer term & with timelag effects

➢City’s RE Strategy continues City’s ambitious increase in intensity and also addresses
other issues measured by REF (research environment, impact, interdisciplinarity)

➢School academic staff plans both facilitate & set out path to ‘at least 60%’ target
➢REF will benefit, but specific differences important in maximising REF outcome (notably
4* research & impact)

➢REF2014 success is important, but climbing rankings hard & less important than
position in sector groupings

➢REF also measuring research aspects that are crucial for wider strategy

➢Interdisciplinarity important for grant income
➢Partnerships crucial to build world-leading reputation of City

Key changes in REF2021 from REF2014
REF2021 similar to REF2014, but important differences in rules change priorities &
tactics significantly

➢Academic staff: ‘all staff engaged in research’ in means it is crucial to have
staff on right academic role profiles
➢Output numbers (2.5 per FTE) mean 4* outputs will be key differentiator
➢Output portability: turnover may be advantageous if staff producing 4*
research are recruited
➢Impact is more important, in terms of weighting, than in REF2014 (25%)
➢Interdisciplinarity being rewarded
➢Open access: all outputs MUST be on our CRO to be eligible
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Key tactical implications for City
For REF2021, certain of City’s performance measures can be changed, others are
longer term

➢Maximise academic staff number that can be submitted with at least one 4*
output (recruitment, support, co-publication) on the census date of 31 July
2020
➢Maximise research grant and contract income in period
➢Develop and strengthen impact case studies (especially pathways to impact)
➢Initiate and further embed interdisciplinarity
➢Ensure open access compliance
➢Less able to influence: PhD student numbers (REF data are those graduated
in period), new areas of impact

City’s REF 2021 Preparations
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REF2021 Strategy & Progress
➢New RE Strategy & Implementation plan in place
➢Academic staff plans in place, School working on delivery
➢Revised RE Office structure providing support
➢REF2021 Strategy Group formed & meeting
➢Modelling of REF2021 in light of new rules under way
➢Interdisciplinary centres about to be resourced
➢UoA-level actions around grant income about to be initiated
➢Support for PhD students review in process

City’s timetable for REF2021
➢ Early 2018

➢Model UoAs including audit of current impact case studies (& re-assess tactics against
sector)
➢Agree new interdisciplinary centres & institutional strategy
➢Revise academic staff recruitment to maximise 4* research star outputs
➢Review level of REF investment
➢ 2018
➢Progress School academic staff plans
➢Use modelling to enhance academic staff output plans
➢Full mock REF (autumn)
➢Implement grant income action with launch of Worktribe system
➢Target resources to develop likely impact case studies
➢ 2019
➢Second full mock REF
➢Finalise academic staff investment
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REF preparation comparators
➢City’s preparations compared to the sector

➢All research intensive institutions have dedicated working groups
➢Most - impact officers supporting impact
➢Only some – proactive staffing planning beyond wider performance
management
➢Many institutions have investment fund like City (e.g., Newcastle £30 million)
➢Russell Group institutions addressed academic staff contracts some years ago
➢City ahead of some less research intensive universities
➢City’s position on interdisciplinarity historically good, but modest compared to
larger Russell Group (e.g. KCL, UCL, LSE)
➢City’s ARQM ahead of sector as mechanism to measure & assess research
performance

Strategic leadership and coordination
➢Establishment of the City-wide REF Steering Group – high level strategic

coordination across City;
➢Establishment of a REF Impact advisory Panel;
➢Establishment of wider REF Working Group
➢ UoA academic leads and sub-groups to address specific aspects such as
open access and impact;
➢First tasks
➢Modelling and agreement on the UoAs
➢Appointment of academic leads;
➢Audit of impact case studies (largely complete)
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Academic Staff Plans
■ Each School has developed an academic staff plan
■Aim to increase to at least 60% research excellent staff as a
proportion of total academic staff by 2021
■ Plans set out proportions of academic staff
■ Already submittable (3* & 4* outputs & impact)
■ Who will be submittable with support
■ In educational role profile roles (not eligible for submission)
■ New & replacement posts (e.g. retirements)
■ Schools already implementing these plans to achieve KPI

Actions carried out by the REF working groups and UoAs
➢Draft Equality and Diversity Code of Practice;
➢Confirm a long list of potential impact case studies and develop criteria

for assessment and selection;
➢Consider the approach for undertaking mock REF exercises;
➢Conduct mock REF exercises in 2018 and 2019.

ARQM will continue as an annual exercise in parallel with mock REF
assessment exercises.
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City will target 12 to 15 UoAs
Main
panel
A
B

C

D

Unit of Assessment
C
4
10
11
12
16
17
18
19
21
23
27
28
33
34

Allied Health Professions, Dentistry, Nursing and Pharmacy
Psychology, Psychiatry and Neuroscience
Mathematical Sciences
Computer Science and Informatics
Engineering
Economics and Econometrics
Business and Management Studies
Law
Politics and International Studies
Sociology
Education
English Language and Literature
History
Music, Drama, Dance, Performing Arts, Film and Screen Studies
Communication, Cultural and Media Studies, Library and Information Management

* Possible additions for REF 2021

Research Excellence Framework
An overview
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UK dual research funding system
Public funding for research in English higher education is administered under a
'dual support' system.

■ An annual 'quality-related research (QR) funding' where the quality of
research determined by the periodic Research Excellence Framework (REF).
The most recent was the REF2014, the next is REF2021.

■ UK Research Councils provide funding for specific research projects,
fellowships and programmes on a competitive basis.
Additionally universities attract funding through research commissioned by the
private sector, government departments, trusts and foundations, the European
Commission and other bodies.

What is the REF?
➢System for assessing the quality of research in UK higher education institutions.
➢First REF carried out in 2014, replacing the previous Research Assessment

Exercises (RAE).
➢Views on RAE / REF ‘it has enhanced UK research quality considerably’ but

criticisms of cost, pushing research into disciplinary silos and ‘gaming’.
➢Results in the award of an overall quality profile to each submission, showing the

proportion of the submission rated 4* (world leading), 3* (internationally
excellent), recognised internationally (2*) and of national significance (1*).
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HEFCE rationale for the REF
➢Ensure accountability for public investment in research;
➢Provide benchmarking information and establish reputational standards;
➢Inform the allocation of Quality Related (QR) research funding for individual
higher education institutions.

Crucial Implications for universities
➢Financial impact: Fixed level of annual QR funding
➢Reputational impact: Fixed research score in league table rankings with
subsequent implications for universities’ capacity in recruiting academically
excellent students and world-leading academic staff.

REF 2014 – CITY results
➢City submitted 378 staff FTE (around half), 1,592 outputs and 49 impact

case studies in 12 UoAs.
➢World leading (4*) and internationally excellent (3*) research:

➢Increased from 49% (RAE 2008) to 53% (REF 2014) for eligible staff
submitted;
➢Increased from 25% (RAE 2008) to 42% (REF 2014) for total eligible staff.
➢QR funding allocation is based on the volume of activity assessed as 4* and 3* at

a ration of 4:1.
City’s QR funding is around £10M per year.
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Proportion of research-excellent
academic staff
2008 RAE
Census
date:
2007

2011 ARQM
Census date
2010

2014 REF
Census date
2013

2017 ARQM
Census date
2016

2021 REF
Census date
2020

25%

20%

40%

48%

60%?
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How will the REF be carried out?
➢Review will be carried out by expert

panels for each of 34 subject-based
Units of Assessment (UoAs).
➢UoAs are grouped under four main

panels.
➢Expert panels will be made up of

senior academics, international
experts and research users.
➢Each sub- panel will appoint one

member to oversee the assessment
of interdisciplinary research.

For each submission, three distinct elements are assessed
Overall quality
Element being
assessed

Outputs

Impact

Environment

Documents to
be submitted

Research outputs
1 to 5 per researcher

Impact case studies

Environment data and
templates

Criteria for
assessment

‘Originality, significance
and relevance’

‘Reach and significance’

‘Sustainability and vitality’

60%

25%

15%
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HEFCE’s new rules for REF 2021 cover:
➢Submitting staff;
➢Submitting outputs (including open access);
➢Number of impact case studies required;
➢Increased focus on interdisciplinary research.
REF 2021 decisions on staff and outputs released on 21 November 2017.
Decisions informed by two rounds of consultation with the sector to which City
responded.

Submitting staff
➢Eligible staff are defined as:

▪ Staff on at least 0.2 FTE contract; and
▪ Staff on education and research contracts with ‘significant responsibility for
research’;

▪ Staff on research contract considered as independent researchers.
➢ Institutions are required to provide:

▪ A Code of Practice (to be approved by HEFCE) covering the process for
identifying staff with ‘significant responsibility for research’;
▪ evidence that eligible staff on research and teaching contracts who are not
submitted do not have ‘significant responsibility for research’.
➢The census date for eligible staff will be 31 July 2020.
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Submitting outputs
➢Weighted at 60% (down from 65% in REF2014).
➢Average number of 2.5 outputs required per FTE of staff who undertake

independent research
➢Institutions are required to provide a Code of Practice (to be approved by

HEFCE) for selecting outputs

Open access to research publications
➢Outputs are to be deposited as soon after the point of acceptance and no later

than three months after this date from 1 April 2018.

Impact
➢Weighted at 25% (up from 20% in REF2014).
➢Submissions will include a total of one case study, plus one further case study

per up to 15 FTE staff submitted, for the first 105 returned.
➢Requirement will decrease after 105 submitted to one further case study per up

to 50 FTE returned.
➢Submissions will therefore include a minimum of TWO case studies.
➢Impact must take place between 1st August 2013 and 31st July 2020.

Continuation of case studies from REF 2014 is allowed providing they meet the
rules for both impact and publication.
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Research environment
➢Weighted at 15% (as in in REF2014).
➢UoA-level environment to be assessed on the basis of primarily quantitative data

(not only research income).
➢Institutional level environment to be included into the UoA-level environment

template and assessed by relevant sub-panel.
➢Institutional-level environment statement to be piloted (but not assessed in REF

2021).
➢A section on the submitting UoA’s structure in support of interdisciplinary

research will be introduced in the environment template.

Proposed timetable for REF 2021
Autumn 2017

Decisions for submitting staff and outputs

Winter 2017-18

Panels appointment

Spring 2018

Development of panel criteria

Summer to Autumn 2018 Publication of draft guidance
Consultation on panel criteria
Winter 2018/19

Publication of final guidance and criteria

2019

Preparation of submission systems

2020

Submission phase

2021

Assessment phase
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City, University of London
Northampton Square
London
EC1V 0HB
United Kingdom
T: +44 (0)20 7040 5060
E: department@city.ac.uk
www.city.ac.uk/department
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